INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH & CONSULTANCY CENTRE
OFFICE OF THE DEAN (R&D)

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BOMBAY

ADVERTISEMENT NO. M-17/98–99

Applications are invited from citizens of India for filling up the following temporary positions for the DST-sponsored project of this Institute. The positions are temporary initially for a period of one year which may be extended at the discretion of the appointing authority keeping in view the needs of the Project.

1. Position : Project Scientific Officer
CONSOLIDATED SALARY : Rs 12,500–15,000/- pm
QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE :
Ph D with experience in Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction methods. The incumbent will be responsible for the overall functioning of the Single Crystal X-ray diffraction National Facility.

2. Position : Research Assistant
CONSOLIDATED SALARY : Rs 5000–6000/- pm
QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE :
M Sc in Physics or Chemistry. Knowledge of crystallography methods will be desirable. The incumbent will contribute towards smooth running and day-to-day maintenance of the Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction National Facility. Opportunities for working towards a higher degree may be available.

Note: (HRA @30% of the consolidated salary is admissible for both the posts if accommodation is not provided by the Institute)

Candidates possessing the requisite qualifications and experience may apply on plain paper stating the advertisement number, position applied for, name, permanent and mailing addresses, date of birth, details of academic qualifications and experience with copies of certificates/testimonials and must superscribe the envelope with ADVERTISEMENT NO. M-17/98-99 and POST: Assistant Registrar (Deans Office), Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, Powai, Mumbai 400 076, so as to reach on or before 29 January 1999. Candidates called for interview will be required to attend at their own expense.

11 December 1998

Assistant Registrar
(Deans Office)